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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF ENGINEERING COMPANIES FOLLOWING
SUSTAINABILITY DEVELOPMENT ASPECTS
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Abstract: This contribution brings current standpoint to
business strategies creation and show the needs to aim towards
more global aspects – social and environmental one. Almost up
to date have been used methods and key indicators which did
not reflect true demands of business environment as a whole.
Business strategies should be defined and created in another
way and all the companies have to learn ensure the
sustainability and usefulness of enterprise for as long as
possible – and this is feasible just through the incorporating
social and environmental aspects into own business strategies.
Key words: corporate social responsibility, sustainable
development, environmental and social values

1. INTRODUCTION
Creation and implementation of business strategy is one of
the most important initiatives of each company and has Fig.
a
significant role in case of the future success or failure on the
market. Currently, when by passing the time are all demands
for production processes, quality of products and services even
in the engineering industry, is time to talk also about areas that
are not much profitable and financially measurable in shortterm standpoint – those are the investments into the
environmental and social fields (Barroso, 2010).
Impact of them could be shown in the long-term measure
by considering the company as a strong social and
environmental partner at the market place. And just the
enterprises in business field of engineering should be most
initiative, since range and manner of their impact mainly to the
environment is apparent due to their business activities.
In spite of this fact there are still many companies that
create their own strategy mainly with taking into account
financial targets and commitments of enterprise, which usualy
are the one standard point, indicator and evaluating point in
process of creating the business strategy.

2. CREATION OF BUSINESS STRATEGY
All concepts, methods and tools how to create a efficient
business strategy had the same principle – created strategy of
business unit is aimed to raising financial profitability and
higher net incomes (Kaplan & Norton, 2002). By evolution of
strategic management was created standardized model which is
usually used as a template for strategy design (see Fig. 1). This
type of business strategy creation do not reflect all the aspects
that should be supported within company’s strategic plan.
General strategic plan is in this case created of the
functional strategies which one is corresponding and connected
to the others. Through the summarization of the partial
strategies we can gain overall business strategy – of course, just
in case that all the standard processes and methods would be
met.

Fig.1. Business strategy following the basic principles (adjusted
by Sakal, 2007)
Following the mentioned above had been designed new
approaches how to build a strong company’s strategy and how
to ensure long-term sustainability at the market. Following new
principles companies started with creation of environmental
strategies. In this phase has the environmental strategy just the
same status as the other functional strategies (Slavik, 1997).

3.
INCORPORATING
OF
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT AND CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
INTO
THE
BUSINESS
STRATEGY
Initiatives of sustainable development and its follower corporate social responsibility – were created to support all
efforts how to fulfill demands and tasks in environmental and
social area according to the financial objectives of company. As
we can see, both of them are aimed to the social field and also
to environmental one (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Sustainable development
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One of the significant difference between those 2 models are its
business orientation – since the sustainable development of
company can we consider as more internal oriented, where are
the main points how to ensure internal stability of enterprise,
the initiative of corporate social responsibility is more widely
and global oriented and there are the main relationships towards
outside the company shown.

There are no functional fields where cannot be incorporated
those two aspects. To get easier way for usage there can be
created also new indicators which will be defined, evaluated
and based on its results will be next steps in business strategy
performed.

5. CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper is not to say and prove that the
previous model of business strategy creation is really failed. We
have just tried to show more ways how can the engineering
companies - and not even they – use the provided tools.
Within the business strategy can be designed new model
that will be really helpful in process of company’s strategy
creation. In this way can be fulfilled two objectives at the same
time – to prepare a strategy for business unit and also meet the
global targets to support sustainable development in
environmental and social area. This goal should be met by
incorporating social and environmental aspects into the creating
of partial business strategies (financial, innovation, production
partial strategy), see the Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Corporate Social Responsibility model
During the essential research within the engineering
companies had been proved assumptions – companies have got
the knowledge about those two initiatives but its
implementation into their business strategies will be long-term.
Reasoning of this can be more – domestic companies are very
reserved towards any innovations, companies afraid on their
investments raising and management of those companies is
missing “open mind”. Foreign engineering companies are much
accessible to implement new tool which can be helpful for
enterprise management.

4. HOW CAN WE IMPROVE CREATION OF
BUSINESS STRATEGY MODEL
In comparison to the previous ways of business strategy
creation is this manner much difficult for mutual coordination
of targets and time depends but on the other hand this model is
much wide and usable. The main principle consider creating of
each functional strategy related to the other 2 aspects - social
and environmental one.

Fig. 4. Model of business strategy following environmental and
social aspects (own proposal, based on research)
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